ROII

ROII

Armchair, stackable
Design by Benjamin Baum for DEDON DESIGN STUDIO | Item code: 112201 | Weight: 5,2 kg/12 lbs | COM (Customer Own Material): 0,6 m/0,66 yd (plain fabric only)

47,5
18¾

81
32

Measurements

59
23¼

61
24

cm
inch

Collection: ROII is a contemporary expression of pure DEDON DNA. This fully woven collection encompasses a range
of lounge and seating options, combined in two distinct weaving styles and an eye-catching mix of colors, textures and
patterns. Compact yet comfortable, ROII is equally at home atop a beach dune, on an urban balcony, or poolside amidst
a full array of DEDON furniture. Lightweight, stackable and easy to move around, ROII is there when you need, bringing
people together for conversations all day long and deep into the night.
Characteristics: Lightweight, dynamic, adaptable, timeless, playful
Material: ROII furniture consist of DEDON fiber woven over a powder-coated aluminum frame.
Options: The item is stackable. It is very comfortable without cushions, too.
Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth or brush, warm water and a gentle cleanser if needed.

Standard fiber

Additional items

Special Features

+
4×

174
tobacco

Item code: 95112001 + fabric code
B 51½ T 46½ H 2 cm
W 20“
T 18“
H ¾“

Cover

56112001000

The item is stackable.

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
07/21

Cushions
Layers

Please see fabric options fact sheet

ROII

Sidechair, stackable
Design by Benjamin Baum for DEDON DESIGN STUDIO | Item code: 112203 | Weight: 4,6 kg/10 lbs | COM (Customer Own Material): 0,6 m/0,66 yd (plain fabric only)

47,5
18¾

81
32

Measurements

52
20½

61
24

cm
inch

Collection: ROII is a contemporary expression of pure DEDON DNA. This fully woven collection encompasses a range
of lounge and seating options, combined in two distinct weaving styles and an eye-catching mix of colors, textures and
patterns. Compact yet comfortable, ROII is equally at home atop a beach dune, on an urban balcony, or poolside amidst
a full array of DEDON furniture. Lightweight, stackable and easy to move around, ROII is there when you need, bringing
people together for conversations all day long and deep into the night.
Characteristics: Lightweight, dynamic, adaptable, timeless, playful
Material: ROII furniture consist of DEDON fiber woven over a powder-coated aluminum frame.
Options: The item is stackable. It is very comfortable without cushions, too.
Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth or brush, warm water and a gentle cleanser if needed.

Standard fiber

Additional items

Special Features

+
4×

174
tobacco

Item code: 95112001 + fabric code
B 51½ T 46½ H 2 cm
W 20“
T 18“
H ¾“

Cover

56112003000

The item is stackable.

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
07/21

Cushions
Layers

Please see fabric options fact sheet

ROII

Lounge chair, stackable
Design by Benjamin Baum for DEDON DESIGN STUDIO | Item code: 112205 | Weight: 5,6 kg/13 lbs | COM (Customer Own Material): 0,7 m/0,77 yd (plain fabric only)

40
15¾

73
28¾

Measurements

71
28

70
27½

cm
inch

Collection: ROII is a contemporary expression of pure DEDON DNA. This fully woven collection encompasses a range
of lounge and seating options, combined in two distinct weaving styles and an eye-catching mix of colors, textures and
patterns. Compact yet comfortable, ROII is equally at home atop a beach dune, on an urban balcony, or poolside amidst
a full array of DEDON furniture. Lightweight, stackable and easy to move around, ROII is there when you need, bringing
people together for conversations all day long and deep into the night.
Characteristics: Lightweight, dynamic, adaptable, timeless, playful
Material: ROII furniture consist of DEDON fiber woven over a powder-coated aluminum frame.
Options: The item is stackable. It is very comfortable without cushions, too.
Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth or brush, warm water and a gentle cleanser if needed.

Standard fiber

Additional items

Special Features

+
4×

174
tobacco

Item code: 95112005 + fabric code
B 58½ T 58½ H 2 cm
W 23“ T 23“ H ¾“

Cover

56112005000

The item is stackable.

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
07/21

Cushions
Layers

Please see fabric options fact sheet

